Construction

Crowbars / Insulated Crowbar / Digging Bars

Crowbars

Solid forged from high quality carbon steel and hardened and
tempered at both ends. Ideal for levering heavy
objects or breaking hard ground.
Chisel and Point.
LENGTH
FAICROW48

1.2M (48in)

FAICROW60

1.5M (60in)

FAICROW72

1.8M (72in)

SHANK DIA.

Ex VAT Inc VAT

25mm (1in)

28mm (11⁄8 in)
32mm (11⁄4 in)

Insulated Crowbar

Made to BS8020 this crowbar is fully
insulated. Tested and certified to 1,000 volts.

£31.00

£37.20

£44.06

£52.87

£59.40

£71.28

50mm Chisel

Point

INDIVIDUALLY CODED FOR
PRODUCT TRACEABILITY.

Chisel
FAIINSCROW60

WEIGHT

LENGTH

SHANK DIA.

6kg (13lb)

1.55M (61in)

32mm (11⁄4 in)

Point

Ex VAT Inc VAT
£67.27

£80.72

Digging Bars

Digging bars have a hexagonal profile shank with a pencil
point at one end and a 50mm flat chisel edge at the other.
Used for breaking rock or concrete and for levering
heavy objects. Manufactured from
high-grade heat treated steel.
WEIGHT

50mm Chisel

LENGTH

SHANK DIA.

CHISEL WIDTH

FAIDIGBAR60 6.4kg (14lb)

1.5M (60in)

25mm (1in)

50mm (2in)

£38.44

£46.13

FAIDIGBAR72 7.7kg (17lb)

1.8M (72in)

25mm (1in)

50mm (2in)

£44.92

£53.90

Point

Ex VAT Inc VAT

Bent Chisel

6.4kg digging bar manufactured from high-grade heat treated steel. The bent chisel,
or slate bar, has a diamond point at one end and a 50mm bent chisel
end at the other. It can be used for breaking rocks or as
a lever for moving heavy objects.

Weight 6.4Kg

50mm Chisel

WEIGHT
FAIDIGCHISEL 6.4kg (14lb)

LENGTH

SHANK DIA.

Ex VAT Inc VAT

1.5M (60in)

25mm (1in)

£38.05

Point

£45.66

Posthole Bar

7.7kg steel post hole digging bar manufactured from high grade heat treated steel bar
with one chisel point and one tamper head. The post hole digger has a
60mm mushroom head at one end and a 64mm bevelled chisel
edge at the other. It is frequently used for clearing
rocks and roots from post
holes and ditches.

FAIDIGPOST

WEIGHT

LENGTH

SHANK DIA.

Ex VAT Inc VAT

7.7kg (17lb)

1.75M (69in)

25mm (1in)

£48.66

Weight 7.7Kg

£58.39

147

